
Chapter 557 

Did you just wake up, Mei Lolita? I know what you want to guess, what you 

want to guess, it’s already the truth this afternoon, the overwhelming hot 

searches, headlines, haven’t you seen it? 

[Black Godfather]: This afternoon I have already witnessed how Fu Siye loves 

his wife on the Internet. At this moment, I even saw it. If a man becomes 

romantic, there is nothing wrong with a woman. He is overbearing and cold. If 

a man sprinkles dog food, it really doesn’t matter to those men who are in 

love. 

[Waiting for the beauty Lori]: Is it really Fourth Master Fu? 

[Black Godfather] @[等爱的美罗莉]: You should first check out this afternoon’s 

hot search. 

… 

When this wave of comments was showing that the speed of the rocket 

spacecraft was rising, the official blog of the Fu Group issued a second Weibo. 

This time, several photos were sent. 

Moreover, this time the man finally looks right. 

Under the warm light, the man bowed his head slightly, looking at the 

sleeping woman in his arms with a gentle and calm expression. The woman 

curled up in the man’s arms, sleeping very deep and well-behaved. 

Very ignorant of world affairs. 

Very uncontested. 

As soon as this Weibo appeared, almost the entire Nancheng was awakened. 



This Weibo from the Planning Department of the Fushi Group is a hundred 

times more popular than the hot search results produced by so many tabloid 

reporters and so many small media companies all day long. 

At the same moment, almost the entire Nancheng women stared at these 

photos. 

[I’m not a milf]: Oh, I’m so envious, if I can meet such a man in my life, I’m 

willing to die for ten years. 

[Waiting for Love]: The woman in her arms is so happy. If I was loved by such a 

man, I would be happy to die for 20 years! 

[Minuo Little Preserved Egg]: This kind of man who loves his wife so much is 

hard to find in the world. 

[Follow the dog shit and go lucky]: In the morning, those people, those 

reports, those reporters, are they blind? They are obviously held by their own 

husbands. The husband is the president of the Fu Group. How about the 

president! See how the group of people dealt with themselves in the morning. 

Deserve it! 

[It’s just a pot]: It’s all pure jealousy, jealousy makes people lose their reason 

and judgment. 

[Purple Butterfly]: I really want to be hugged like this, I really want to be 

treated like Mrs. Fu. In one minute, it was enough. 

[Mingyue Ying Peach Blossom]: Although the person involved is not me, I still 

have to fantasize about it. The fantasies are also sweet. This is the most 

powerful face-slashing stalk I have seen in history. Photo, slap you in the face! 

Too much hate! 

In the middle of the night, Weibo’s server was paralyzed. 

The two microblogs in the middle of the night were already hot. 



This night, the whole network is doomed to sleep. 

This night, some people were happy and gratified for Suzi, and others went 

crazy when they saw this scene. 

Lanita was the woman who went crazy. 

In the middle of the night, her hair was torn off by herself, so I remember it 

wrong. Lanita, who was paralyzed in the ward, picked up her mobile phone, 

dialed the phone number, and frantically yelled at her parents: “On the official 

blog, What’s going on, what’s going on, what’s going on, what’s going on!” 

Here, Elder Shu on the hospital bed shouted palely: “Lanita…” 

Lanita screamed like crazy: “I’m going to take off Suzi’s skin…” 

Chapter 558 

This night, when Suzi slept quietly in Arron’s arms, sleeping sweetly and 

dreamless all night, Lanita, who was far away in Kyoto, cried all night. 

Later, her throat became hoarse, her eyes were swollen, and her dark circles 

were serious. When the doctor came to the hospital early in the morning to 

see Mr. Shu’s condition, they thought they had seen a ghost when they saw 

Lanita. 

One of the female interns was almost scared to cry by Lanita. 

Lanita’s eyes were slightly dull. 

After the doctor rounded the ward with Elder Shu and informed Elder Shu that 

his condition was no longer serious, he left the ward. At this time, Lanita was 

standing in front of the old man. 

“Grandpa…” Her tone was extremely hoarse. 



When Grandpa Shu saw such a granddaughter, his distress was as painful as a 

knife cut, and his voice became old in a flash: “Lanita, my good 

granddaughter! Grandpa often tells you to be calm, to be calm. Calm down, 

don’t be surprised if you want to change. Why don’t you always listen to 

grandpa? 

Look at you, you tortured yourself like this all night, if Arron sees you like this, 

then you will never have the possibility of marrying him again in the future. “ 

Lanita looked at Elder Shu with a swollen face: “Grandpa, Arron has already 

married Suzi. What chance do I have? They already have a child. Grandpa, 

don’t you know how hateful Suzi is? She has been fostered in my family since 

she was a teenager. My parents love her so much, but she wants to fight with 

me everywhere, rob me, and she also wants what I have. 

She never thought that she was a foster girl herself. 

Just know to grab it with me. 

Especially jealous, jealous of me everywhere. 

Suzi doesn’t necessarily love Arron, what kind of love is there between them? 

But, because Arron is my fiance, she must grab it. She swears since she was a 

child that her life will be 10,000 times better than my life. 

Grandpa, Suzi is a change too! “ 

Seeing Lanita crying like this, Grandpa Shu’s heart was filled with 

incomparable anger. 

He finally found his granddaughter. He will not let his granddaughter make 

any grievances, certainly not! 

“Lanita, listen to Grandpa, calm down first. Today we will pack our bags and go 

back to Nancheng.” Elder Shu said in an old voice. 



I wiped tears with joy from you: “Grandpa, if I calm down, can the matter be 

resolved? Can Suzi not marry Arron?” 

Elder Shu calmly said: “At the very least, you can come up with better 

countermeasures than when you are not calm.” 

Lanita nodded: “Grandpa, I’ll listen to you. When you arrive in Nancheng, you 

must be the master for me.” 

Elder Shu leaned on the head of the bed and nodded. 

He is bound to call the shots for Lanita. 

It can’t be cheaper. The woman who was fostered in Lin’s family at the age of 

twelve, but wanted to take the arrogant woman! 

This morning, Lanita had been leaving the hospital with the Grandpa’s Office. 

She said she was with her grandfather, but Lanita didn’t actually have to do 

anything. In the military area hospital, some people would do all the work 

together for Mr. Shu. After all, Mr. Shu used to be the veteran here, and the 

staff here will do everything for comfort. The old man went through the 

discharge formalities. 

Lanita, who was idle, called her parents when she had time. 

On that end, Jarod’s phone was connected quickly, and his tone was very 

frustrated: “Lanita… Mom and Dad have seen it, the online upload is crazy, and 

Arron also personally admitted that Suzi is his wife. , Lanita, my daughter…” 

“Dad! Why are you crying?” Lanita asked. 

Before Jarod could speak, Moira cried again: “Lanita, that b!tch Suzi! She…she 

thought of a trick to let me and your father kill each other… …” 

“She succeeded in that trick?” Lanita asked. 



Moira: “…” 

“Don’t tell me, you and my father, you two are beating each other!” No matter 

how stupid Lanita is, she guessed it. 

 


